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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Statement of Problem
The purpose of this study was to discover what equipment was
available in the high schools of Massachusetts for training students in
the operation of business machines and to determine to what extent this
equipment was being used.
Delimitations
This study included all the public hi^ schools in the state of
Massachusetts having an office practice or office machines co\irse.
The study was planned so as to include only the phases of an
office practice or office machines course directly pertaining to the
amount, the condition, and the use of the available equipment.
The methods of actual teaching and instruction on these machines
was omitted as the methods of presentation vary with the size of the
group and the amount of equipment available.
Justification
The schools must have equipment in order to make the teaching of
these courses efficient and valuable. At the present time, there are

no statistics available in the state of Massachusetts concerning the types
of equipment in the various high schools. This study was an attempt to
collect and summarize this information.
In a recent meeting of the Commercial Education Association, Dr.
David H. Moskowitz"^ was quoted as saying: "Unless the schools avail
themselves of the opportunity to keep up with the current trend of the
inventions not only in business machines but inventions in actual
practice and in theory, the schools will have missed much.
"
As many of the smaller high schools do not have a separate office
machines course, but give instruction in the operation of business
machines in the office practice coxirses, the names of these two courses
will be used syonomously.
Office Practice ; A course in the field of business education taxxght in
secondary schools or in college and intended to perfect business students
in the methods and practices of business offices; may include practice in
preparing office forms and in operating office machines.
Vocational Education ; A program, of education organized to prepare the
learner for entrance into a particular chosen vocation or to up-grade
economics education,
^Commercial Education Association of the City of New York and
Vicinity, 17th Yearbook
,
IShS-k-'J, New York, New York, p. ik.
Definition of Terms Used'
• c
c
Business Education : (l) That area of education which develops skills,
attitudes, and understandings essential for the successful direction of
business relationships; (2) an area of study dealing with the principles
and practices of teaching business subjects.
Employment Survey ; An investigation of the personnel requirements of
local business and industrial establishments, often made by public
schools or government agencies in connection with the organization of
vocational classes.
Check List : A prepared list of items that may relate to a presentation,
procedure, institution, etc, used for purposes of observation and/or
for evaluation and on which one may show by check marks the presence,
absence, or frequency of occurence of each item being investigated,
A review of other research studies and of the ciorrent literature was
made in order to discover the latest trends and practices in office
machines. This information is presented in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER II
RELATED LITERATURE
Ho business educator will deny the in^jortance of training business
students in the operation of business machines. This training is an
essential but sometimes an insignificant part of the business curriculum.
In this study an investigation of related studies and literature was made
to discover the present trends in regard to office practice courses.
In a survey of equipment of the high schools in South Dakota, Manning'''
stated that such studies show the equipment expected to be found in
business education. Such surveys enable the business education instructors
to realize the frequency of use and the types of equipment found in other
high schools departments.
According to Liles , "The clerical curriculum is still in the
experimental stage which accounts for the almost total lack of uniformity
in grade placement and content of subjects," Some of the more evident
defects, as found by use in secondary schools and which are advocated in
professional literature, are:
1, Lack of a two-year clerical sequence comparable
to stenographic, accounting, and recalling curricula.
"'"Manning, lone. Survey of the Equipment of Commercial Departments in a
Selected Groiip of South Dakota High Schools," University of South Dakota,
19^0.
Liles, Parker, "Clerical Training in the High School," Journal of
Business Education, December, 19h6, p. I3.
ee
2. Too little emphasis on typewriting.
3. Typewriting dropped too early in the curriculum
with the result that some of the skill will be
lost before graduation,
k. Insiifficient training in office machines.
5. Failure to separate office practice and office
machines courses, with the result that insufficient
speed is attained on office machines.
6. Too little eii5>hasis on basic business education.
7. Lack of provision for shifting from the stenographic
and accounting curricula to the clerical at the end
of the 11th year.
8. Failure to coordinate and integrate clerical skills
to the point of maximum efficiency at the time of
graduation.
Courses in office practice are becoming more widely offered in the
high schools. Although the large business offices may continue to have
in-service training programs, the schools of the future will be called
upon to train students in the complicated office skills to a much greater
extent than they ever have before. At the same time, business will demand
that the schools do a much better job in training these students in the
basic business practices. The students' training in school will help to
shorten the in-service training program which is now being carried on in
business.
In a study of office practices. Chapman states that, "the majority
of concerns expect the employees to be trained before they are hired,
"
•'-Ibid
.
Chapman, Florence, "A Study of Office Practices and Machines Used in
Business Offices in Quincy, Illinois," State University of Iowa, July 19k2.

This is the challenge business has presented to the high schools.
To provide this type of training, the office practice teacher must
have actual as well as recent business experience. This problem might
be solved if the office practice teacher knows what "business expects of
its high school employees. Therefore, courses of study and surveys of
employment areas are necessary for efficient training of office practice
students
.
There is perhaps more confusion regarding an office practice class
than there is in any other business subject. But from all this confusion
Liles''' states that certain facts can be drawn:
1. Rather than follow the textbooks, the teacher
of an office machines class has gone directly
to business to find out what they want, and
then has tried to teach the pupils. From this
the teacher has studied the job and has fit
the person to the job.
2. Every opportunity should be seized to help
the student prepare more efficiently for the
job.
3. It is the duty of the instructor to determine
and request ample siipplies and equipment to
conduct his classes.
As the teacher in a small high school is often restricted by a
limited budget she must keep in mind the following facts when she is
purchasing new equipment:
1. Some machines are so sin?)le to operate that it
requires very little time or effort on the part
of the student to learn to operate the machines
effectively and efficiently. Therefore, it is
c
unwise to overload your classroom with this
type of machines.
2. Other machines are very costly and are often
extremely complicated to r\m, deeming it in-
advisable for a school to purchase them,-^
Conversion from wartime to a peacetime economy has brought about many
desirable results in obtaining equipment for office machines courses.
The schools are now better able to purchase more new equipment than ever
before. In piirchasing new machinery, we must first consider to what extent
the student will actually use the machines in the business office. If the
student obtains valuable and practical training, on a full-time or a part-
time basis, the purchase of the machine is worth while.
No administrator today disputes the need for typewriters in the
o
business education department and claims Meehan , "If he were aweire of
the fact that for every two typewriters in the average office there is at
least one office machine, he would not contest the need for office
machines."
The cost of equipping an office machines laboratory will not appear
to be too great if administrators will realize that these machines need
not be replaced very often. If a fixed amount is set aside each year for
the purchase of machines in the school budget, a well-equipped laboratory
will be had in a number of years.
Because of the expense involved in equipping an office machines
-^Cansler, Russell N,
,
"Signposts in Office Practice," Journal of
Business Education
,
June, 19^7^ P« H,
%eehan, James R,, "The Selection of Equipment for An Office Practice
Laboratory," Balance Sheet
,
March, 19h'J, p, 302,
cc
course, Snyder maintains that this room should be reserved at all times
for office practice work. No other classes should be assigned to this
room.
To grant the privilege of taking an office machines course only to
2those students with the highest grades is unfair. Meehan points out
that "The poorer student who has had difficulty with shorthand and book-
keeping has a greater need for this type of training because in all
probability it is the field in which he is most apt to find eii5)loyment.
"
In a survey made by Keily of the business education curriculum in
the high schools of Massachusetts, she found that 6l schools have pre-
requisites for entrance to an office machines course. One hundred and
sixteen schools reported that they had no prerequisites. She found that
most of the equipment is possessed by the large high schools. The machine
which was most commonly found in all high schools at the time was the
typewriter, with the adding machine being listed next as most commonly
possessed.
li
The instructor of an office machines course, according to Fasnacht,
has a choice between two general aims:
"^Snyder, Ralph R., American Business Education Yearbook, Chapter V,
Section V, p. 175.
2
Meehan, 02.. cit.
3
Keily, Helen J. , "Commercial Education in Massachusetts High
Schools," Balance Sheet, February, 19^^?.
Fasnacht, Harold D. , How to Use Business Machines
,
Gregg Publishing
Company, New York, March, 19^7.

1. To give a higher degree of skill (to a certain
class) on a special machine. This is known as
the laboratory plan.
2. To teach general functions on all available
machines.
As for specific objectives, Meehan"^ claims that "There are three
recognized levels of competency in the teaching of office machines:
1. An acquaintance knowledge of the machines—beyond
which point most office machine instruction has
progressed,
2. A working knowledge of the fundamental operations
—
addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division--
the point to which most office machine courses have
now progressed.
3. Occupational competency on the attsdnment of a
marketable skill in the operation of a given office
machine--the point to which we hope to progress in
a few years.
In connection with these aims, pertinent information resulting
from the survey taken of the schools in the State of Massachusetts may
be found in Chapter IV,
2Meehan goes on to suggest that the following factors be taken into
consideration when selecting equipment:
1. The need for machines and equipment as
indicated by the frequency of use within
the area which the school services,
2. The employment opportunities for pupils so
trained.
3. The aim of the course and the plan of class
organization.
•^Meehan, op , cit .
^Ibid.

k. The mjrnber of pupils to be trained,
5. The type of machine and the simplicity of
operation,
6, The initial cost and the problems of main-
tenance and supplies,
Balsley"^, in summarizing the present status of office practice
courses says: "Perhaps the most significant trend is toward a more
carefully organized course with clearer aims and objectives. As the
terminal course in the business curriculum, the office practice course
is just beginning to receive the kind of attention it deserves."
--Balsley, Irol Whitmore, "Physical Layout, Equipment, Supplies for
Business Education," American Business Education Yearbook , p, 322,

CHAPTER III
PROCEDURE
In an attempt to gain the information necessary for planning this
study, the following procedure was used:
1. Review of research studies, current literature,
and manuals of office machine courses,
2. Development of survey instruments.
3. Tahulation and analysis of data.
A careful study was made of manuals written for office practice
courses, and related research studies to obtain the necessary background
information for constructing the survey instruments.
In an attempt to discover the types, the quantity, and the condition
of the machines available for training students in the operation of business
machines, a survey report (Appendix D) and a check list (Appendix C) were
prepared. Many helpful suggestions were offered by the group in the
Business Education Seminar and revisions were made accordingly.
Development of Survey Report
After studying research reports, textbooks, manuals, and current
literature, the writer concluded that all business machines could be
generally classified under these seven headings:
1, Adding machines
cc
2. Addressing machines
3. Bookkeeping machines
k. Calculators
5. Diiplicators
6. Typewriters
7. Voice recorders and transcribers
The survey report was classified into these seven groups for
purposes of recording all machines used in the high schools.
The actual names of the machines were typed in the siurvey report
for several reasons:
1. The types of machines which were most prevalently
used in the high schools could be listed on the
survey report.
2. The exact names of the machines which were pre-
ferred for high school use could be indicated,
3. The teacher filling out the report was saved
_
much writing and the appearance of the survey
report was improved by having the respondent
list the number and type of machines available
in his school.
k. This information on specific machines would
prove helpful to teacher in setting up an
office machines course and in purchasing new
equipment.
As the writer wished the survey report to be wholly complete, yet
not voluminous, the check-list was set up on 8|-" x 11" paper with the
names of the machines on the left hand side of the paper and the rest of
the page divided into seven major columns.
In order to determine how adequately the office machines courses
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were equipped, the actual number of machines available had to be known,
The first coliimn was devoted to asking for the total number of machines.
Because many electrical machines are now being employed in business
training, this column was divided into two sections: (a) manual
(b) electrical.
The adequacy of a machines course depends not only on how much
equipment is available, but also the model and the condition of this
machinery. Two columns in the survey report were arranged for listing
the year or model of the machines and the condition of the machines. The
age of the business machines is an iirportant factor to consider in deciding
if the machines are adequate to prepare business students for beginning
positions in business.
In order to save space and to make the evaluation of the condition
of the equipment as simple as possible, the third colxmn was divided into
three sections: (a) good (b) fair (c) poor.
The amount of use on a certain machine and the nianber of years it
has been in use would indicate, to some extent, the present worth of the
machine. Therefore, the foiirth, fifth, and sixth colijmns dealt with the
use of machines.
If the teacher of the office machines coiirse felt Iiat she did not
have enough equipment, the last column permitted her to indicate the kind
and quantity of machines she felt were needed in her school.
rc
Development of Check List
Ik
The check list vas included with the survey report to gather in-
cidental information regarding the course offered. This report made the
survey report more meaningful in that it atteii5)ted to discover how the
equipment listed in the survey report was being used.
The terms, "battery plan, rotation plan, and integrated office plan
were used primarily in connection with the teaching plan in operation.
When the survey report and check list were first presented to the members
of the seminar, they suggested that these terms might prove confusing as
certain phases of several of the teaching plans are often used in the
same high school class. To avoid confusion, these terms were discarded
and the definitions were written in the check list.
Some schools require training in office machines courses of all
commercial students. Others allow only certain groups to take this
course. As research studies have stated that there should be no pre-
requisites for an office machines course other than the need and the
desire for such training. Question No, 10 in the check list was included
to discover for what groi:tps this training was congjulsory.
Questions were included to discover the number of periods the course
was offered, the length of the class period, and the uniformity of grade
placement.
Objectives in office machines courses vary with the amomt and type
of equipment possessed by the individual schools. In asking to what
c
extent the course prepared the students, the following terms were used:
(a) vocational (h) working knowledge (c) acquaintanceship.
Because equipment is often acquired or donated through various
sources, several questions were included to determine "by what means the
schools obtained office equipment.
As instruction is often given indirectly through lectures and field
trips "because of the lack of equipment, questions were included to cover
this phase of the office machines program. Also included were inquiries
as to provisions for the repairing of machines.
Space was provided for the respondent to give any additional infor-
mation about ways of improving an office machines course.
A list of all the high schools in Massachusetts was obtained from
the Educational Directory, 19^8. On November 27th, 2hQ questionnaires
were sent out with a letter of transmittal (Appendix A) explaining the
purpose of the study. These envelopes were addressed to the Head of the
Business Department in hopes of getting the data to the proper persons
with as little confusion and loss of time as possible. A stamped, self-
addressed envelope was enclosed for the convenience of the respondent.
On Januay l8, a follow-up request (Appendix B) typed on post cards,
was sent to the schools which had not replied, A deadline date of
January 31 was set on all follow-irp replies.
Charts were made to record the information received. As all items
on both the survey report and the check list were eilphabetically numbered,
the tabulation of material was facilitated.
QC
Summary of Steps in Procedure
1. An analysis vas made of research studies,
current literature, and manuals of office
machines courses to obtain information
for the research instruments,
2. A survey report and a check list were
constructed in order to gather the data for
determining the amount of available eq.uip-
ment the schools possessed and the use being
made of this equipment,
3. The survey report and check list, together
with the letter of transmittal, were sent to
2^+8 public high schools in the state of
Massachusetts,
k, A follow-up postal card was sent to the
schools not replying, A total of l60 replies
were received,
5, The data from the survey reports were
tabulated; charts were made, and the infor-
mation was analyzed,
6, A summary was made of the important findings,
and conclusions were formulated on the basis
of the findings of the study.

CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OF DATA
Of the 2kQ questionnaires sent to the high schools in Massachusetts
,160, or 67 per cent, were retirmed. The summarization of the questionnaire
is presented in this chapter.
Table I shows the distribution of the responses according to the
population of the town, city, or community in which the school was located.
TABLE I
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES
Group No , of Replies
Group I, population under 10,000 89
Gtomp 11, pop\ilation 10,000 - 25,000 3k
Group III, population 25,000 - 50,000 I5
Grot:tp IV, population over 50,000 22
The total number of adding machines possessed by all the schools in
each group is shown in Table II.
The Burroughs adding machine was the most commonly owned machine in
Group I, schools with the smallest enrollment, with the Underwood
Sundstrand, and the Monroe following next in order of frequency. The next
smallest class of high schools. Group II, reported the Burroughs to be the
most commonly possessed type of adding machine with the Underwood Sundstrand
r
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TABLE II
TOTAL NUMBER OF ADDING MACHIHES
NAME OF MACHINE GROUP I GROUP II GROUP III GROUP IV
M E M E M E M E
AT Ten—Wnl p<; 7
1 X 71 oJ < 1, 1,4
Burroughs 2k- 2 22 if 11 3 31 8
Monroe 10 8 3 3 13 1
Remington Rand 3 1 11 3 2 5
Underwood Siuidstrand 10 3 7 9 3 2 16 8
Victor 8 11 5 2
Total Manual Machines 62 66 32 66
Total Electric Machines 7 23 12 26
GROUP TOTAL 69 89 92
M - Manual
E - Electric
X
and the Remington Rand following next in order of frequency. Group III,
including schools with the next to the highest enrollments, indicated the
Bvirroughs to he the most commonly possessed machine with the Allen-Wales
and the Monroe following next in order of frequency. Groiip IV, the largest
class of high schools, revealed the Burroughs most frequently possessed
with the Underwood Sundstrand, and the Monroe following next in order of
frequency.
Even though Group I, the smallest populated high schools, had twice
as many replying to the questionnaire as did any of the other groups,
this group ranks third in the amount of adding machines possessed. The
groups fell into the following order:
Groxrp IV -
Group
Population over 50,000
No. of
Replies
22
Total No. of
Adding Machines
92
Group II Population 10 - 25,000 3h 89
Group I Popiilation xmder 10,000 89 69
Group III Population 25 - 50,000 15 kk
The larger schools appeared to possess more adding machines than did
the smaller schools in relation to the number of schools replying.
The total number of addressing machines possessed by all the schools
in each group is shown in Table III.
Only three machines were found to be available in all groups, with
Group II being the only group not having an addressing machines. One
school in Group I possessed one metal plate addressing machine, while one
school in Groiip III and one school in Group IV each possessed one stencil
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TABLE III
TOTAL NUMBER OF ADDRESSING MACHINES
NAME OF MACHINE GROUP I
M E
GROUP II
M E
GROUP III
M E
GROUP IV
M E
Metal Plate
Stencil Plate
Total Manual Machines
Total Electric Machines
GROUP TOTAL
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
M - Manual
E - Electric
cc
plate addressing machine.
The total number of bookkeeping machines possessed by all the schools
in each group is shown in Table IV,
Not all types of bookkeeping machines were owned by all groups. Group
I had neither an Elliott-Fisher nor a Remington Rand; Group II had no
Monroe or Remington Rand machines; Groirp III had no Elliott-Fisher, Monroe,
Underwood Sundstrand, or Remington Rand machines; while Group IV had some
of each type. Though Groiips I and II represent the smallest class of high
schools, they possessed more varied equipment than did Group III,
representing schools in cities of from 25,000 to 50^000 in population.
The Burroughs bookkeeping machine was the most frequently possessed
bookkeeping machine in Groups I, III, and IV, The schools in Group II
reported that the Underwood Sundstrand was most often possessed, with a
total of 7 machines, and the Burroughs next in order of frequency with a
total of 6 machines being reported.
The range distribution of the total amount of bookkeeping machines
according to group was as follows:
Group No. of Total No. of Bookkeeping
Replies Machines
Groi:tp IV 22 62
Group II 3k 20
Groirp III 15 13
Groiip I 89 8
Bookkeeping machines were largely possessed by the largest group of
schools, this being Group IV, with Groups II and III being fairly well
r1^
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TABLE IV
TOTAL NUMBER OF BOOKKEEPING MACHINES
NAME OF MACHINE
-
GROUP
M1*1
I
E
GROUP
M1*1
II GROUP
M
III
vij
GROUP
M
IV
Bank Statement 1 3 2 1 5
Billing Machine 1 1 1 2 1 7
Burroughs 1 2 2 k J •5_) 8
Elliott-Fisher 1 7
Monroe 1 10
Underwood Sundstrand 2 1 6 2 5
Remington Rand 2 7
Others 1 1 3 3 1
Total Manual Machines
Total Electric Machines
GROUP TOTAL
1
8
7
k
20
16
1
13
13
12
62
50
M - Manual
E - Electric

represented in relation to the niimber of schools replying. Grot^) I was
noticeably lacking in the possession of bookkeeping machines, with only
eight machines being reported from 89 schools replying.
The total number of calc\ilators possessed by all the schools in each
group is shown in Table V.
The Burroughs calculator was the most widely owned calculator reported
by all four groxrps, with the Comptometer and the Monroe following next in
order of frequency. The Marchant and Friden machines appeared to be little
used in comparison with the aforementioned machines.
Some of all types of calculators were found in each group with the
exception of Group I, the smallest class of high schools, which reported
no Marchant calculators.
The range of the total amoxmt of equipment possessed by the various
groups showed the largest schools to have the most eqiiipment, with the
smallest schools having the least amount of equipment. They were as
follows
:
GROUP No, of Replies Total No, of Calculators
Group IV 22 k23
Group III 15 153
Grovtp II 3l|. IU6
Group I ' 89 50
Groi;rp I was noticeably lacking in the possession of calculators in
comparison to the other grotips.
The total of diiplicating machines possessed by all the schools in
fr 1
4
2h
TABLE V
TOTAL NUMBER OF CALCULATORS
NAME OF MACHINE GROUP I GROUP II GROUP III GROUP IV
M E M E M E M E
Burroughs 15 62 3 73 3 221 2
Comptometer 13 1 30 k 37 98
' Friden k 3 1 1 1 k
Marchant 1 2 3 3 17 9
Monroe 12 2 33 9 2k 8 68 3
Total Manual Machines 127 139 k05
Total Electric Machines 6 19 Ik 18
GROUP TOTAL 50 11^6 153 U23
M - Manu al
E - Electric
r
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each group is shown in Table VI,
Some of all types of duplicators were found in all four groups. The
mimeograph was the most commonly possessed in all four groups, with the
fluid d\iplicator and the gelatin duplicator following next in order of
frequency. The multigraph was not commonly possessed "by any of the groups.
The total nxomber of diiplicators ranked according to groups were as
follows
:
Group No. of Replies Total No, of Dxiplicators
Group I 89 157
Group rV 22 75
Group II 3^ 70
Group III 15 ho
As most every school reporting possessed at least one duplicator,
this will probably account for the above groiiping, as Group I had twice as
many schools replying as did any of the other groups.
The total number of typewriters possessed by all the schools in each
group is shown in Table VII.
Some of all types of typewriters were foiind in all groups. The most
frequently owned typewriter possessed by all groups was the Royal type-
writers, with the Underwood and the L, C. Smith following next in order of
frequency.
The total amount of typewriters possessed by the various groups is in
reverse to the size of the high schools, Groiip I coming first with the
largest number of typewriters and Group IV coming last. The rank was as
follows
:
r
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TABLE VI
TOTAL NUMBER OF DUPLICATORS
NAME OF MACHINE GROUP I GROUP II GROUP III GROUP IV
M £ M E M E M E
Fluid h9 18 2 15 1 13
Gelatin 16 8 2 8
Mimeograph 79 3 25 9 9 11 28 12
MiAltigraph 2 3 1 1 1 10
Others 5 3 3 1 k
Total Manual Machines 151 57 27 63
Total Electric Machines 6 13 13 12
GROUP TOTAL 157 70 1^0 75
G
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TABLE VII
TOTAL NUMBER OF TYPEWRITERS
NAME OF MACHINE GROUP I GROUP II GROUP III GROUP IV
M E M E M E M E
I. B. M. 3 8 k 9
L. C. Smith 156 161 139 1
Remington Rand 152 l8i^ 5 105 136
Royal 515 16 359 231 10
Underwood kzj 2 325 7 179 160 5
Wide Carriage 27 1 19 11 22 1
Others 19 1 22
Total Manual Machines 1221 815 688
Total Electric Machines 7 36 k 26
GROUP TOTAL 11^20 1257 819 71^1-
cc
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(»V'
GrouD No. of Replies Total No. of Typewriters
Groiip I 89 1,^20
Group II 3*^ 1,257
Group III 15 819
Group IV 22 71^
This raiiking might be explained in regard to the total number of
schools replying.
The total number of voice recorders and transcribers possessed by
all the schools in each group is shown in Table VIII.
All types of recorders and transcribers were not found to be
possessed by all groiips. The schools in Groups II and III did not
possess either a wire or a tape recorder, while Group IV possessed no
tape recorder.
The ediphone transcriber was most frequently possessed by all groups
with the Dictaphone transcriber following next in frequency. The
Dictaphone recorders were more frequently possessed than were the
Ediphone recorders in all groups. The wire recorder was reported three
times and the tape recorder twice. No Sound Scriber machines were
indicated in any group. The groups ranked as follows:
Group No. of Replies Total No. of Recorders
and Transcribers
Group IV 22 222
Group II 3lf 60
Group I 89 51
Group III 15 47
-
r
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TABLE VIII
TOTAL NUMBER OF VOICE RECORDERS AMD WRITERS
NAME OF MACHIKE GROUP
M
I
E
GROUP
M
II
E
GROUP III
M E
GROUP IV
M E
DICTAPHONE
Transcribers
Recorders
Shavers
8
k
8
3
5 23
3
20
3
6 66
15
EDIPHOKES
T*7*RT* ^ P T*il^P 7*SXX CUiJLO X.U^X o
Recorders
Shavers
JLJL
k
8
1
•5
J 21
2
20
k
l"! lOS
12
SOUND SCRIBER
WIRE RECORDER 2 1
TAPE RECORDER 2
OTHERS 3 2
Total Manual Machines
Total Electric Machines
GROUP TOTAL
27
51
2k
8
60
52 hi
hi
21
201
222
(
According to the number of schools replying the larger schools had
the most equipment.
The total miscellaneous equipment possessed hy the schools is shown
in Tahle IX,
The mimeoscope was possessed "by schools in all groups, with a total
of 19 machines reported. With the exception of Group III all groups
possessed a record shaving machine, with a total of 99 machines being
indicated. Two switchboards and eight telephones were reported in Gro\:tp
IV, No other group reported this type of equipment.
The distribution of the various types of adding machines in Group I,
II, III, and 17 is shown in Table X.
Table X shows that the adding machine equipment was not concentrated
in a few high schools but was fairly evenly distributed.
Most schools in Group I had one of some type of adding machine, while
five schools had two of one type, and two schools had three of some type
of adding machine. Most schools in Group II had one type of adding
machine, while six schools had two adding machines, and two schools had
three of some type of adding machines. The majority of schools in Group
III possessed one type of adding machine, with four schools possessing two
of one type, and two schools possessing three of some type of adding
machine. The schools in Group IV had. the greatest number of schools
possessing one adding machine, but had the largest concentration of machines
with 15 schools possessing two adding machines and eight schools possessing
more than two adding machines.
The distribution of the various types of bookkeeping machines in
r
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TABLE IX
^ TOTAL NUMBER OF OTHER MACHINES
NAME OF MACHINE GROUP I GROUP II GROUP III GROUP IV
M E M E M E M E
Shavers 1 2 3 k 1
Mimeoscope 5 1 5 1 2 3 2
Telephones 8
Switchboards 2
5
I
(
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TABLE X
SCHOOLS POSSESSING FOLLOWING TYPES OF ADDING MACHINES
NUMBER ALLEN-
1
WALES
M E
\
BURROUGHS
M E
MONROE
M E
REMINGTON
RAND
M E
UNDERWOOD
SUNDSTRAND
M E
VICTOR
M E
3 Machines
Group
1
I
1
2 Machines 1 2 1 1
1 Machine 5 1 17 2 5 3 1 8 3 8
5 Machines 1
k Machines 1
3 Machines 2
X oc. X X
1 Machine 5 3
« 1 1
llf k 1^ 3 6 If 7 7 5
Group III
3 Machines 1 1
2 Machines 2 1 1
1 Machine 6 2 h 3 1 1 1 2 3 2 5
Group [V
9 Machines 1
8 Machines
7 Machines 1
6 Machines
5 Machines
k Machines 2 1 1
3 Machines 1 1
2 Machines 1 If 2 2 1 1
1 Machine 1 2 6 if 2 1
1
6 2
{
Groups I, II, III, and IV is shown in Table XI.
No school in Group I reported having more than one type of bookkeeping
machine. Only one school in Group II possessed two bookkeeping machines,
while one bookkeeping machine was the maximiim number possessed by the
other schools replying, Groiip III revealed that only one school possessed
two bookkeeping machines while all other schools possessed one bookkeeping
machine. The majority of schools in Group IV possessed one bookkeeping
machine, with four schools possessing two machines each, and one school
possessing four bookkeeping machines.
The distribution of the various types of calculators in Groups I, II,
III, rV is shown in Table XII.
The number of calculators was not so evenly distributed among the
groTips as the preceding types of machines. In Group I, the majority of
schools replying possessed one of some type of a calculator, with one
school possessing two and two schools possessing three calculators.
Twelve schools in Groiip II possessed between three and six machines,
while two schools had between seven and ten calculators. Twelve schools
in Group III had between three and eight machines, while one school had
between nine and ten machines, and two schools reported having between
15 and 16 machines. In Gro\ip IV the majority of schools possessed more
than three machines each. One school possessed between ^9 and 51
Burroughs calculators.
The distribution of the various types of duplicators in Groups I, II,
III, and IV is shown in Table XIII.
The majority of schools in Group I had one of some type of duplicator.
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TABLE XI
SCHOOLS POSSESSING FOLLOiTENG TYPES OF BOOKKEEPING MCHINES
NUMBER
1 Machine
BANK
STATEMENT
M E
1
BILLING
M E
1
BURROUGHS
M E
GroTJ^) I
1 2
Sblliott-
FISHER
M E
MONROE
M E
1
UNDEIWOOD
SUNDSTRAND
M E
2
TREMINGTON
f RAND
M E
OTHERS
M E
Group II
2 Machines
1 Machine 3 1
1
2 2 1 1 6 1 1
2 Machines
1 Machine 2 1 d.
Group III
1
3
k Machines
3 Machines
2 Machines
1 Machine 1 5
1
1 3
Group IV
3
3 2 7
' i
1
2 3
j
1
(4
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TABLE XII
SCHOOLS POSSESSING FOLLOiniNG TYPES OF CALCULATORS
NUMBER BURROUGHS
M E
COMPTOMETEK
M E M E M E
iyiUi>ii\Uri
M E M E
3 Machines 2
Groi:^) I
2 Machines 1
1 Machine 9 13 1 h 3 10 2
Group II
9-10 Machines 1
7-8 Machines 1
5-6 Machines 3 1
3-^ Machines 5 1 2
1-2 Machines Ik 2 15 3 1 1 1 2 Ik 8
GroiJtp III
15-16 Machines 1 1
13-li<- Machines
11-12 Machines
9-10 Machines 2
7-8 Machines 2 1 1
5-6 Machines 2 1
3-^ Machines 2 3
1-2 Machines
i
^ 3 k 1 2 2 8 6 1
(
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TABLE XII (Continued)
SCHOOI£ POSSESSING FOLLCfWING TYPES OF CALCULATORS
SiKJplDIUIi
M E M £ M £ M £ M £ M £
Gro\^p IV
Machines 1
kS-kQ Machines
Machines
k0-k2 Machines 1
37-39 Machines
3^-36 Machines
31-33 Machines
28-30 Machines 1
25-27 Machines
22-2i<- Machines
19-21 Machines 2
I6-I8 Machines 1
13-15 Machines 2 1
10-12 Machines 2
7-9 Machines 1 2
1
1
k~6 Machines k 3
1
k
1-3 Machines 2 2 11 3 2 6 8 2 1
c
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TABLE XIII
SCHOOIfi POSSESSING FOLLOWING TYPES OF DUPLICA.TORS
RTJTTTi
M E M E
MIMEOGRAPH
M E
MUIII ItiJKAjrn
M E
OTnEiRb
M E
k Machines
3 Machines
2 Machines
1 Machine
1
1^7 1
Group I
16
1
1
3
66 3 2 2 3
3 Machines
2 Machines
1 Machine 18 2
Grottp II
1
5
1
23 9 3 1 2 1
2 Machines
1 Machine
2
11 1
Group III
1
2 9 1
5 Machines
h- Machines
3 Machines
2 Machines
1 Machine
3
7
Group IV
1
2
1
1
1 1
6 3
8 3 10 1
cr
'
k
with one school possessing as many as four machines of one type of
duplicator.
In GroTip II most of the schools possessed one of some type of
duplicator while one school possessed three duplicators of one type. In
Group III the majority of schools had one of some type of duplicator while
three schools had two of some types. In Group IV the majority of schools
reported as having five of one type of this machine. Again in Group IV,
the greatest concentration of equipment is evident with l8 schools report-
ing more than one diiplicator.
The distribution of the various types of typewriters in Groiips I, II,
III, and IV is shown in Table XIV.
The smallest class of schools, Groiip I, revealed the majority of
schools replying had from one to ten of some type of typewriters, with two
schools reported as having as many as 2k of one type of machine. In Group
II the majority of schools had from 1 to l8 of some type of typewriter,
while one school had as many as of one type of machine. Of the schools
replying in Groiip III, the number of some type of machine ranged from
1 to 2k, with one school having 115 of one type of typewriter. In Gro\ip
rv, the largest class of high school, most schools had from 1 to 15 of
some type of typewriter and ranged upward to one school having as many as
108 of one type of machine. Only in the two largest groups was there such
a great concentration of typewriters.
The distribution of the various types of voice recorders and
transcribers in Groups I, II, III, and IV is shown in Table XV.
In Group I, the majority of schools possessed one type of transcriber
4
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TABLE XIV
SCHOOLS POSSESSING FOLLOWING TYPES OF TYPEWRITERS
L.C. REMDTGTON
1
WIDE
NUMBER I. B. M. SMITH RAND ROYAL UNDERWOOD CARRIAGE OTHERS
M E M E M E M E M E M E M E
G ^OUP I
23-2k- Machines 2
21-22 Machines 1
19-20 Machines 2 1
i
17-18 Machines 1
15-16 Machines k 1
13-14 Machines k 1
11-12 Machines 2 8 7
9-10 Machines k 1 10 8
7-8 Machines 5 k Ih 9 1
5-6 Machines 10 7 15 15 1
3-h Machines 17 11 k Ik
1-2 Machines 3 19 22 6 11 2 26 1 6
I(
ko
TABLE XIV (Continued)
SCHOOLS POSSESSING FOLLOWING TYPES OF TYPEWRITERS
L.C, REMINGTON WIDE
NUMBER I, B, M. oMITn RAND ' ROXAL UNPErftiUOJJ OrnhiRb
M E
1
M E M E M E M E M E M E
G] iOUP II
k^-h^ Machines 1
14-0-42 Machines 1
37-39 Machines 1
3^-36 Machines 1 1
31-33 Machines
28-30 Machines 2 1
25-27 Machines 3 2
22-24 Machines 1 1
19-21 Machines 3 5
16-18 Machines 2 1 1 1 1
13-15 Machines 2 2 k 3
10-12 Machines 2 k 3 3 1
7-9 Machines 5 3 2 2
k-6 Machines 5 3 1 2 4 1 1 2
1-3 Machines 7 5 3 5 3 1 13
'<,r\
hi
TABLE XIV (Continued)
SCHOOIS POSSESSING FOLLCWING TYPES OF TYPEWRITERS
NUMBER I. B. M,
M E
L.C.
SMITH
M E
ElEMIMGTON
RAND 'ROYAL 'UNDERWOOD
M E M E M E
WIDE
CARRIAGE jOTHERS
M E M £
lli!-115 Machines
111-113 Machines
108-110 Machines
105-107 Machines
102-loi^ Machines
99-101 Machines
96-98 Machines
93-95 Machines
90-92 Machines
87-89 Machines
8^-86 Machines
81-83 Machines
78-80 Machines
75-77 Machines
72-7^ Machines
69-71 Machines
65-68 Machines
62-6k Machines
59-61 Machines
56-58 Machines
52-55 Machines
^^9-51 Machines
^6-^4-8 Machines
^3-^5 Machines
i+0-i<-2 Machines
37-39 Machines
3^-36 Machines
31-33 Machines
28-30 Machines
25-27 Machines
22-24 Machines
19-21 Machines
16-18 Machines
13-15 Machines
10-12 Machines
7-9 Machines
h-6 Machines
1-3 Machines
GROUP III
2
1
2
1
2
3
1
3
2
1
k
1
k2
TABLE XIV (Continued)
SCHOOIS POSSESSING FOLLOWING TYPES OF TYPEWRITERS
NUMBER I. B. M.
M E
REMINGTON
RAND
M E
OTHERS
M E
106-108 Machines
103-105 Machines
100-102 Machines
97-99 Machines
9^-96 Machines
91-93 Machines
88-90 Machines
85-87 Machines
82-82+ Machines
79-81 Machines
76-78 Machines
73-75 Machines
70-72 Machines
67-69 Machines
6k-~66 Machines
61-63 Machines
58-60 Machines
55-57 Machines
52-5^ Machines
49-51 Machines
k6-k8 Machines
k3-h^ Machines
k0'k2 Machines
37-39 Machines
3^-36 Machines
31-33 Machines
28-30 Machines
25-27 Machines
22-2^1- Machines
19-21 Machines
16-18 Machines
13-15 Machines
10-12 Machines
7-9 Machines
k-6 Machines
1-3 Machines
GROUP IV
8
1
1
1
10

1^3
TABIE XV
SCHOOLS POSSESSING FOLLOfrriNG TYPES OF RECORDERS MD TRANSCRIBERS
DICTAPHONE
NUMBER TRANSCRIBER
M E
EDIPHOI'iE
RECORDER : TRANSCRIBER
M E
I
M E
RECORDER
M £
SOUND
SCRIBER
M E
WIRE TAPE
recordeRiIEcorderI others
M E M E M E
GROuin:
2 Machines
1 Machine
1
8 6
1
9 8
GROUP II
5 Machines
k Machines
3 Machines
2 Machines
1 Machine
3
2
5 5
3
3
6
GROUP III
6 Machines
5 Machines
k Machines
3 Machines
2 Machines
1 Machine
1
2
2
6
3
k
; J.
TABLE XV (Continued)
SCHOOIS POSSESSING FOLLCWING TYPES OF EECORDERS MD TRANSCRIBERS
DICTAPHONE EDIPHONE
NUMBER TRANSCRIBER RECORDERME ME TRANSCRIBER RECORDERME ME
SOUND
SCRIBER
M £
OTHERS
M E
kl'h2 Machines
39-^0 Machines
37-38 Machines
35-36 Machines
33-34 Machines
31-32 Machines
29-30 Machines
27-26 Machines
25-26 Machines
23-2k Machines
21-22 Machines
19-20 M8.chines
17-18 Machines
15-16 Machines
13-l4 Machines
11-12 Machines
9-10 Machines
7-8 Machines
5-6 Machines
3-4 Machines
1-2 Machines
2
1
8
3
GROUI IV
1
1
1
2
k
k
e
and recorder. In Group II the range of distribution was higher but the
majority of schools possessed at least one machine with one school having
as many as five of one type of transcriber and six schools having as many
as three of some type of recorder. The concentration of machines in
Gro\ip III ranged between 1 and k of some type of transcriber and recorder,
with one school having as many as k2 of one type of transcriber. Here
again, the larger schools possessed the greatest niiraber of machines.
The individual year-models and the condition of the adding machines
in Groups I, II, III, and IV are shown in Table XVI,
The year models reported were fairly well distributed in all four
groups. Approximately one-half of all the adding machines had a year
model of earlier than 19^0.
The condition reported for all adding machines was good, with over
two-thirds of all the machines being listed in this category, and with only
18 machines being classified as in poor condition.
The individual yeax-models and the condition of the bookkeeping
machines in Groups I, II, III, and IV are shown in Table XVII.
The year models of most of the bookkeeping machines were omitted.
Group III reported no year models for any bookkeeping machines.
More than one -half of the machines reported had a year model earlier
than 1935.
All four groups revealed that over half of the machines were in good
condition, with only nine machines reported in poor condition.
The individual year models and the condition of the calculators in
Groups I, II, III, and IV are shown in Table XVIII,
re
k6
TABLE XVI
YEAR MODEL AND CONDITION OF ADDING MACHINES
lira WAT? CONDITION
20-2^1- 26-29 30-3^ 35-39 GOOD FAIR POOR
Allen-Wales
C 1
1 1 2 1
•
3
Burroughs 1 1 1 1 21 2 1
Monroe 1 8 2
Remington 2 k
Underwood 1 1 1 1 10 2
Victor 1 5 2
GROU ? II
Allen-Wales 1 8 1
Burroughs 1 2 1 19 2 2
Monroe 1 6 3 1
Remington 1 1 13 1
UndeiT/ood 2 7 6 2
Victor 1 7 2
GROUP III
Allen-V7ales 6
Burroughs 2 1 2 7 3
Monroe
Remington 3 5
Underwood 3 3
Victor 1 it
I
I
r
TABLE XVI (Continued)
YEAR MODEL AM) CONDITION OF ADDING MACHINES
20-24 26-29
YEAR
1+0-44 45-49
CONDITION
30-34 35-39 \i\J\JiJ 1? ATT? POOR
Allen-Wales 1 8 1 1
Burroughs 1 2 1 19 2 2
Monroe 1 6 3 1
Remington 1 1 13 1
Underwood 2 7 6 2
Victor 1 7 2
ce
1^8
TABLE XVTI
YEAR MODEL AMD COKDITION OF BOOKKEEPING MACHINES
TYPE ! YEAR
20-2k
i
25-29
I
30-3^
GR^P I
MODEL
35-39
COiroiTION
GOOD FAIR POOR
Bank Statement
Billing
Burroughs
Elliott-Fisher
Monroe
Underwood Sundstrand
Remington Rand
Bank Statement
Billing
Burroughs
Elliott-Fisher
Monroe
Unden^ood Sundstrand
Remington Rand
Others
GRCJUP II
II
I
c
^9
TABLE XVII (Continued)
YEAR MODEL AITO COMDITIQ]^
TYPE
Bank Statement
Billing
Burroughs
Elliott-Fisher
Monroe
Underwood Sundstrand
Remington Rand
25-29
GROIP III
OF BOOKKEEPING MACHINES
YEAR [MODEL
30-3^ 35-39 If5
-^9
CONDITION
GOOD
1
2
3
FAIR
1
1
Bank Statement
Billing
Burroughs
Elliott-Fisher
Monroe
Undeivood Sundstrand
Remington Rand
Others
2
1
1
1
1
1
GROU]» IV
3 1
1 1
1 2
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
3
2
8
k
11
k
1 1
1
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TABLE XVIII
YEAR MODEL MD CONDITION OF CALCULATORS
1
1
20-2i^
VT? AO MODIIjL cCONDITION
TYPE 25-29 30-3^ 35-39 I^O-l^lf GOOD FAIR POOR
GROUP I
Burroughs 2 8
.
1 2
Con5)tometer 1 1 10 1
Friden 6
Marchant
Monroe 1 1 1 11 1
GROUP II
Burroughs 1 1 1 2 1 10 1
Coniptometer 2 1 2 30 1
Friden 1 2
Marchant 1 2 1
Monroe 2 1 5 27 12
GROUP III
Burroughs 7 2 13 96 5 1
Conrptometer 3 2 36
Friden
Merchant 3 1 1 2
Monroe 5 1 1 k 20 3 5
Others 1
a.ij-,(ro'..'-f;'I
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TABLE XVIII (Continued)
YEAR MODEL AND CONDITION OF CALCULATORS '
TYPE
20-24
YEAR MODEL CONDITION
25-29 30-3^ 35-39 l^O-i^l^ l<-5-ii-9 GOOD FAIR POOR
GROUP IV
Burroughs 5 9 6 8 109 30
Coniptometer 2 2 3 1 1 5 56 12
Friden 1 k
Marchant 1 3 2 2 18 1 3
Monroe 1 3 5 1 37 15 3
Others 1 1
Boston Unlv*»r?rty
School of Education
^ .Library ^

Again the year models were often omitted in Groiips I, II, and III.
Approximately two-thirds of the schools reporting had machines with year
models later than 193^.
The condition of over two-thirds of the machines was reportedly good.
The individual year models and the condition of the duplicators in
Groups I, II, III, and IV are shown in Table XIX.
No group reported any machine with a year model between 1920 and
l$2k. Over half of the machines reported had a year model of later than
1939.
The condition of about half of the machines was good. This group of
machines had more machines falling into the fair and poor categories than
did any of the previous machines.
The individual year models and the condition of the typewriters in
Groi:[ps I, II, III, and IV are shown in Table XX.
The year models show that the typewriters are the most up-to-date
machines possessed by the high schools. The majority of all machines in
all gro\;[ps had a year model of later than 1939.
The greatest per cent of these machines were in good condition.
The individual year models and the condition of the wire recorders
and transcribers in Groiips I, II, III, and IV are shown in Table XXI.
Two-thirds of the yaar models for this group of machines were found
to be later than 1939
.
The condition was good for over two-thirds of the machines reported.
r
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TABLE XIX
YEAR MODEL AND CONDITION OF DUPLICATORS
TYPE YEAR MODEL CONDITION
20-21+ 25-29 30-3^ 35-39 i+0-l+l+ GOOD FAIR POOR
GROUP I
———
^
Flxiid 1 k 9 33 6
'
1
Gelatin 1 5 k 5
Mimeograph 1 2 5 11 39 IT 7
Multigraph 1 1 1
Others 1 3
GROUP II
Fluid 3 5 Ik 1 2
Gelatin 1 3 2 3
Mimeograph 1 k 5 19 8 h
Multigraph 1 1 1 2
Others 2 1 .
GROUP III
Fluid 2 1+ 7 k
Gelatin 1 1 1 2
Mimeograph 1 1 1 2 10 3 2
Miiltigraph 1 1 1
il
r
5h
TABLE XIX (Continued)
YEAR MODEL AND CONDITION OF DUPLICATORS
20-21^ 25-29
YEAR MODEL
1
1
l^O-l^lf
1
1
1 CONDITION
30-3!^ 35-39 GOOD FAIR POOR
GROU? IV
Fluid 1 3 k
!
10 2
Gelatin 1 2 1
Mimeograph k k 1 2
i
18 9 1
Multigraph 1
j
\ 3 2
Others 1 1 1
)
1
c
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TABLE XX
YEAR MODEL AND CONDITION OF TYPEVmiTERS
TYPE YEIAR MODEL 1 CONDITION
20-'2k 25-29 30-3^ 35-39 i^o-Mt i<-5-i^9 ' GOOD FAIR POOR
GROUP I
I. B. M. c.
L. C. Smith 1 9 13 26 1 121 55 12
Remington Rand 9 6 22
!
T3 23 5
Royal it6 h5
I
i^39 60 2
Underwood 12 50 37
1
237 5
Wide Carriage 2 l^ Ih 2
Others 2
GROUP II
I. B. M. 1 Il- 7 1
L. C. Smith k 8 ls 97 20
Remington Rand 16 22 120 llf
Royal 7 52 62
'
320 63
Underwood ll^ 9 60 230 32 1
Wide Carriage 2 6 9 6
Others 1 2 6
.1
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TABLE XX (Continued)
f YEAR MODEL AMD CONDITION OF TYPEWRITERS
TYPE 1 YEAR MODEL CONDITION
20-2k 25-29 30-3^= 35-39 GOOD FAIR POOR
GROUP III
I. B. M. 2 3
L. C. Smith 10 9 62 1
Remington Rand 1 Ik 1 16
Royal 8 32 20 162 3
Underwood 1 1 13 105
Wide Carriage 1 8
GROUP IV
0 0
L. C. Smith 1 k 2 57 22 1
Remington Rand 1 1 2 1 29 6
Royal 2 8 103 218 9
Underwood 2 1 2
.
31 90 16 1
Wide Carriage 2 2 1 12 k 3
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TABLE XXI
YEAR MODEL AND CONDITION OF WIRE RECORDERS AND TRANSCRIBERS
TYPE
Dictaphone
Transcribers
Recorders
Ediphone
Transcribers
Recorders
Sound Scriber
Wire Recorder
Tape Recorder
' YEAR MODEL ] I M CONDITION
20-21+ 25-29 30-3^ 35-39 hO'kk k3-k9 GOOD FAIR
GROUP I
1
2
10
6
11+
2
2
1
Dictaphone
Transcribers
Recorders
Ediphone
Transcribers
Recorders
Soimd Scriber
Wire Recorder
Tape Recorder
Others
GROUP II
2 '
1 I
20 k
2
16 2
1
( 0 )
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TABLE XXI (Continued)
YEAR MODEL AND CONDITION OF WIRE RECORDERS AND TRANSCRIBERS
TYPE
Dictaphone
Transcribers
Recorders
Ediphone
Transcribers
Recorders
Sound Scriber
Wire Recorder
Tape Recorder
20'2k 25-29
YEAR MODEL
30-3^^-
,
35-39
GIlOUP III
ko-hk If5
-^9
CONDITION
GOOD
11
1
FAIR
:
POOR
Dictaphone
Transcribers
Recorders
Ediphone
Transcribers
Recorders
Sound Scriber
Wire Recorder
Tape Recorder
Others
G?OUP IV
6
2
2
1
k
1
1
2
29
k
h9
3
7 6
2
3
2

other Machines
The schools in Group I listed the year model for only two machines.
They were between 19^0 and 19^9. Five machines were in good condition with
no machines feeing listed as fair or poor.
In Group II the schools reported one machine with a year model between
1935 an<i 1939 an^ three machines with year models between 19^0 and 19^9.
Three machines were in good condition, one in fair condition, and one in
poor condition.
The schools in Group III listed no year models but reported two
machines to be in good condition and one machine to be in fair condition.
The schools in Group IV listed one machine with a year model between
1930 and I93I+ and one between 19i^5 and I9U9. The condition of these
machines were not given.
The number of periods a day the various adding machines were used and
the nximber of pupils using them daily in Groups I, II, III, and IV are
shown in Table XXII.
The number of periods for Groiips I and II, the two smallest classes
of high schools, usually ranged from 1 to 3 a day, while for the two
largest groups of high schools. Groups III and IV, the number of periods
was generally from i|- to 7.
The n-umber of pupils in Groi^) I ranged approximately from 1 to 9; in
Group II the range was from 1 to 12; Group III appeared to have two ranges
of pupils, one from 3 to 6 and at least six schools had a range of pupils
from 19 to 20; Group IV reported an approximate range of from 3 to 10
pupils per class.
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The nmber of periods a day the various bookkeeping machines are used
and the number of piipils using them daily in Groups I, II, III, and IV are
shovn in Table XXIII.
The range of periods for Group I was from 1 to 2 periods; Groxip II
from 2 to k; Group III from 5 to 7; and Groiip IV from about 3 to 5.
The number of pupils in Group I averaged from 1 to k; Group II
averaged approximately the same, from 1 to h; Groiip III averaged from
3 to 6; while Groijp IV averaged approxim,ately 3 to 8.
The number of periods a day the various calculating machines were used
and the number of pupils using them daily in Groups I, II, III, and IV are
shown in Table XXIV.
The average number of periods in Group I was from 1 to 3; Group II
had more periods for calculators than for the previous machines averaging
between 3 to k; Group III averaged k to 3 periods while Group IV averaged
from ^ to 6 periods.
The number of piipils per class for Group I averaged from 1 to 6; for
Group II the largest number of pupils ranged from. 1 to 6, with one school
in this group having 60 pirpils; Group III had the greatest number of p'i:5)ils
ranging from 1 to 20; while Group IV had the greatest number of pupils
ranging from 1 to 15.
The number of periods a day the various duplicating machines were
used and the number of pupils using them daily in Groiips I, II, III, and
IV are shown in Table XXV.
Groups I and II had more periods falling into the 1 to 3 range, while
Groups III and IV had a range of from k to 1 periods.
The average number of pupils in Group I ranged from 1 to 8; Group II
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TABLE XXIII
DAILY USE OF BOOKKEEPING MACHINES — PERIODS AND PUPILS
PERIODS PER DAY
TYPE
1-2 3-1^ 5-6 7-8
PUPILS USING MACHINES DAILY
9-
10
11-
12
13-
ll^
15H
16
17H
18
19H
20
21-
22
23
2k
GKOUI
Bank Statement
Billing
Burroughs
Elliott-Fisher
Monroe
Underwood Sundstrand
Remington Rand
Others
GROUI'
Bank Statement
Billing
Burroughs
Elliott-Fisher
Monroe
Underwood Sundstrand
Remington Rand
Others
II
2
1
1
c
6k
TABIE XXIII (Continued)
DAILY USE OF BOOKKEEPING MACHINES — PERIODS AND PUPILS
TYPE
Bank Statement
Billing
Burroi:ighs
Elliott-Fisher
Monroe
Underwood Sundstrand
Remington Rand
PERIODS PER DAY
GROUP ]:ii
5 1-2 3'k
PUPIIS USING MACHINES DAILY
5
-6 1 7-8
I
9-10
1
11-12 113-1^
I
15-16
1
2
2
Bank Statement
Billing
Biirroughs
Elliott-Fisher
Monroe
Underwood Sundstrand
Remington Rand
GBOUP itV
1 2
3
2
1
1
2
2
1
1
2
1
€
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00 o
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TABLE XXV
DAILY USE OF DUPLICATING MACHINES — PERIODS AND PUPIIS
TYPE PERIODS PER DAY
1-
2
3- 5-
6
7-
8
PUPIIS USING MACHINES DAILY
9-
10
11-1
12
13-
ll^
15H
16
17'
18
19H
20
21-1
22
23-
2k
25-
26
27-
28
29-
30
G]10U> I
Fluid
Gelatin
Mimeograpl:
Multigrapl:
Others
6
k
10
Fluid
Gelatin
Mimeograph
Multigraph
Others
k
1
9
3
1
i::
Fluid
Gelatin
Mimeograph
Multigraph
Others
GHOUI
2
1
2
ID
1
Fluid
Gelatin
Mimeograph
Multigraph
Others
GR)UP IV
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averaged from 1 to 5j Group III reported very fev pupils and averaged from
3 to 10 pijpils; while Group IV had pupils ranged from 1 to 10.
The nuniber of periods a day the various typewriters were used and the
number of pupils using them daily in Groups I, II, III, and IV are shown
in Tahle XXVI.
As typewriters were more largely possessed by all four groiips, there
were more periods used sind more pupils per class.
In Group I, the greatest number of pupils ranged from 1 to 30j Group
II ranged from 1 to 23, and a few schools had pupils ranging between
8l and 110; Group III had most piipils ranged from 1 to 6; while Groiip IV
ranged from 1 to 21.
The number of periods a day the wire recorders and transcribers were
used and number of pupils using them daily in Groups I, II, III, and IV
*e shown in Table XXVII.
The niomber of periods and pupils was comparatively small in the
recording and transcribing areas. These periods were generally used to
teach the transcribing and recording machines.
The number of pupils was smaller in these classes, Groiip I had an
average of pupils from 1 to k; Group II averaged from 1 to 6; Group III
averaged from 1 to 6; and Group had the greatest range of from 1 to
21 pupils.
No conclusions were drawn from the few machines not listed on the
survey report but which were found in section eight of the survey report.
The analysis of the data from the l60 check lists received is
presented in the following paragraphs.
G
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TABLE XXVII
DAILY USE OF TRANSCRIBERS AND RECORDERS — PERIODS AND PUPILS
TYPE
Dictaphone
Transcribers
Recorders
Ediphone
Transcribers
Recorders
Sound Scriber
Wire Recorder
Tape Recorder
PERIODS PER DAY
GROUP
3 ;i
' 1
PUPILS USING MACHINES DAILY
2 3 ^ 5
I
6 1 7 5"" 9 10
GROUP II
Dictaphone
Transcribers
Recorders
Ediphone
Transcribers
Recorders
Soimd Scriber
Wire Recorder
Tape Recorder
h 3
i
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TABLE XX7II
DAILY USE OF TRANSCRIBERS AMD
(Continued)
RECORDERS — PERIODS AM) PUPILS
TYPE PERIODS PER DAY
1^3-
PUPILS USING MACHINES DAILY
h'6 7-9
10
12
13
11
16119
18 21
22
2k
25
21
28
30
31
33
3^^
36.
( ROUP III
Dictaphone
Transcribers
Recorders
Ediphone
Transcribers
Recorders
Sound Scriber
Wire Recorder
Tape Recorder
CiROUP
Dictaphone
Transcribers
Recorders
Ediphone
Transcribers
Recorders
Sound Scriber
Wire Recorder
Tape Recorder
IV
/
No school offered the coiarse in the ninth year, two schools of the
total number of schools replying offered the covirse in the tenth year,
2k schools offered the course in the 11th year, while 117 schools offered
the course in the 12th yeax. Thus, all four groups tended to offer the
office practice course in the 12th year.
Fifty-nine schools stated that no course of study was used while
56 schools replied that a course of study was used.
Forty-four schools said their course did not need revising, while 35
schools reported the course needed revision.
The teaching plan most commonly found to be used was the plan where
students worked individually on different machines and problems, and then
rotated until each student had a working knowledge of all machines. This
plan is generally known as the rotation plan. A total of 96 schools use
this plan.
Forty-two schools reported the machines course was compulsory for
the stenographic students; 3I schools reported the course was compulsory
for all business students; 2k schools reported the course was compulsory
for clerical students, and I6 schools reported the course was compulsory
for bookkeeping students.
Sixty-five of the schools reported offering the course once a day,
while 12 schools offered it twice; seven schools offered the course three
times a day; and nine schools offered the coxirse five times a day.
Fifty-nine schools offered the course five periods a week, with the
next highest number of schools, fifteen, offering the course k times a
week.
f
The length of the class period most generally reported was kO minutes
long.
The average nimiber of pupils per class differed greatly with the
various groups. Group I had a range of from 2 to 35 pupils per class;
Groiip II had a range from 10 to 28 pupils per class; Group III had a range
from 12 to 25 pupils per class and Group IV had. a range from l8 to 30
pupils per class.
The majority of schools did not offer instruction on machines they
do not have. But for those schools giving such training, the type of in-
struction was usually given by lectures and the use of charts and graphs.
Seventy-eight schools reported that no survey had been made of their
employment area, while schools had made such sxirveys. The majority of
those schools stating that they had not made a survey, reported that they
did not plan to make one.
Ninety-nine schools indicated the majority of their machines to be
similar to those used in business. Only six schools reported that about
one-half of their machines were similar to those used in business.
Only 21 schools replied that they trained their students to be
vocationally competent; while 7^ schools reported they gave their students
a working knowledge of the business machines; and kO schools offered only
an acquaintanceship course.
The two methods of purchasing generally used in all schools were
purchasing on a regular budget allowance and purchasing upon the request
of the teacher or supervisor.
Eighty-two schools reported that repairs were made only when break-
r4
downs occurred, k2 schools reported repairs were made every year, while
k3 schools reported that minor repairs were made by the teachers. Few
schools reported that repairs were made every three or six months, and
some schools reported several of the above methods were employed.
The major iicprovement that most teachers would like was the develop-
ment of a co-operative training program followed by the preparation of job
sheets for various office machines.
Other improvements that were reported included such items as the
purchase of more equipment, the need for more space, and the inclusion of
another teacher so more specialized training might be given.
e
CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of this study was to survey the number and quality of
office equipment in the public high schools in the State of Massachusetts
and to determine the use being made of this equipment.
Two hundred and forty-eight questionnaires were sent to the high
schools, with 160 returns being received. The study is based on an
analysis of these questionnaires.
The data was analyzed according to the population of the city, town,
or comrrmnity:
Groiip I Population under 10,000
Group II Population 10,000 to 25,000
Group III Population 25,000 to 50,000
Group IV Population over 50,000
All types of equipment were found in all groirps. In general, the
amount of equipment increases in proportion to the size of the population.
Typewriters were available in every school regardless of the size of
the communitjj with the Royal and the Underwood typewriters being found
most frequently. The next most frequently found machine was the
calculator.
The most expensive machines such as bookkeeping machines and adding
machines were retained in service longer than the less expensive machines,
as indicated by the model years. Most of the year models reported were
r4.
c
1939 earlier.
The smaller machines were more up-to-date than the larger machines.
These included the typewriters, wire recorders and transcribers,
duplicators, and calculators. In general, these machines were all newer
than 1939,
The schools appear to make an effort to keep their equipment in good
condition to insure training their students adequately, for two-thirds of
the machines were reported to be in good condition with relatively few
machines being classified as in poor condition.
The course in office machines, as a riile, was offered during the 12th
year.
The amount of time allotted to the training of students in office
machines increased with the increase in the population of the community.
Students were taught to operate office machines generally by the
rotation plan.
The majority of the schools required the stenographic students to
take the office practice course, while all business students, and clerical
students followed next in order of frequency.
The average number of periods a day in which the office machines
course was given was one, while most schools offered the course five times
a week, using a kO minute period.
Instruction was not usually given for machines which the schools did
not possess.
Approximately half of the schools reported that they did use a course
of study while half of the schools reported they did not use a course of
6
study. As research studies and ciirrent literature has shown that courses
of study are important in office machines courses, the schools of
Massachusetts appear to be deficient in this qualification.
The majority of schools have not made a survey of their employment
area, although survey data are important in the placing of business
students trained by the high schools.
The majority of machines possessed by the high schools vere reported
to be similar to those used in business,
^^proximately one-half of the schools offered students only a working
knowledge of the business machines, while one-fourth of the schools
provided only an acq.uaintanceship course, and even fewer schools trained
their students to be vocationally competent.
The method of purchasing new equipment was generally through regular
budget allowance and iipon the request of the teacher or supervisor.
Repairs were generally made once a year or only when breakdowns
occurred, with minor repairs being made by the teacher.
The major improvement most teachers state they would like made was
the establishment of a cooperative training program.
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL
Dear Sir:
I am conducting a study of the adequacy of office
machines in the state of Massachusetts.
The purpose of this study is to determine how well
the schools are equipped, and what can be done to improve
conditions in an office machines course,
YoTor cooperation and promptness in replying are of
the utmost importance, if this study is to be successful.
I shall gladly send you a copy of the finished report
if you are interested in receiving one.
Any criticisms or suggestions that you might possibly
advance will be gratefully accepted.
Enclosed you will find the check list, the questionnaire,
and a self-addressed envelope.
Sincerely yoiirs.
Enc. (3)
(Miss) Mary A, Brown
c
FOLLOW-UP REQUEST
Dear Sir:
On November 27th, I forwarded you a check-list and
siirvey report on yoiir office equipment.
As I hare not heard from you, I presume you have
either forgotten or mislaid these sheets,
I would appreciate it if you could return this
information to me before January 31.
Sincerely yoxirs.
e
CHECK LIST
1, Name of person filling out report.
2. Name of high school. ^City 8^^
3. Size of high school enrollment.
4. Please check below the size of your community,
a. Population over 50 > 000.
b. ^Population 25,000 to 50,000.
c. Population 10,000 to 25,000.
d. Population under 10,000,
5. What is the name of your office machines course?
6. On what grade level is your course offered?
a. ^th grade
b. ^lOth grade
c, 11th grade
d, 12th grade
7, Is a course of study used in yoirr office machines course? Yes No
8, Do you feel that your course of study should be revised? Yes No
9. What teaching plan is in operation?
a. Plan where class is divided into groups and each group is
provided with a machine of the type being taught,
b. Plan where whole class is vocationally trained on one type of
machine
,
c. Plan where students work individually on different machines
and problems, then rotate until each student has a working
knowledge of all machines,
d. Plan where classroom is transformed into an office situation
and office duties are carried out.
e. Any other plan,
10, For whom, is your office machines course compulsory?
a. All business students
b. Bookkeeping students
c. Stenography students
d. Clerical students
11. Please fill in each blank below.
a, Number of periods a day in which the course is given,
b, Number of periods a week in which the course is given,
c, Length of the class period,
d, Average number of pupils per class.
12. Is instruction given for machines which you do not have? Yes No_
If answer is Yes, on what machines?
a.
________________________________
^.
_______________«^_______
b. e.
c. f
.
13. What type of instruction is given for machines which you do not have?
a. _Explanation by lectures and charts
b. Teacher demonstration
c. Visits to offices and business firms
d. Any other
{
CHECK LIST (Continued)
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ik. Has a survey "been made by your school of the office machines used in
yoTJir employment area? Yes No
Are you planning to make such a survey in the near future? Yes No
15. To vhat extent are the kinds of machines used in your school similar to
those used in business?
a. Majority are similar
b. About one-half are similar
c. Very few are similar
16. To what extent does your office machines course prepare students for
beginning business positions?
a. Vocationally competent
b. Working knowledge
c. Acquaintanceship
17. By what method do you obtain new equipment?
a. Purchasing by regular budget allowances
b. Purchasing upon request of teacher or supervisor
c . Renting
d. Loaned by business firms
e. Donated by business firms
f
.
Other ways
18, Please check the type of provisions made for the repairing of machines.
Check as many as apply.
a. Repaired or checked every year
b. Repairs made every 6 months
c. Repairs made every 3 months
d. Repairs made only when break downs occur
e. I-Iinor repairs made by teacher
f . Other methods
19. What major improvements would you like made in your course?
a. Revision of course of study
b. Preparations of job sheets for various office machines
c. Development of a cooperative training program
d. Curriculum revision
20. List all other t^/pes of improvements you would like made,
a.
^
b.
c.
d.
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Total No.
of
Machines
o
•HH U
a -p
^1 o
ti <uM H
a M
Year
Model
of
Mach.
Condition
O -H o
O Oj OO Ft<
Periods
a day
that
machine
is used
Total
No. of
Pupils
using
Mach.
daily
Average
No. of
years
before
trade-
in
1
Addi-
tional
mach.
you
feel
are
needed
1. Adding Machines
a All all-Wales
b Burroughs
c Monroe
d Remington Rand
e Underwood Sundstrand —
r vicuor
g other
2. Addressing Machines
a Metal Plate
D DXenclJ. rXuAjQ
c others
3. Bookkeeping Machines
a Bank Statement
Make
b Billing Machine
Make
—
—
— ..— - 1 — —
-.
c Burroughs
d Elliott-Fisher
e Monroe
f Underwood Simdstrand
g Remington Rand
h others
h. Calculators
a Burroughs
b Comptometer
c Friden
:
d Marchant
- ..
1
e Monroe
f Others
1
j
1
i
i1
SURVEY REPORT (Continued) ^7
Total TIo.
of
Machines
o
•H
^ t
Year
Model
of
Mach.
Condition
©•HO
o OJ oO 1^4
Periods
a day
that
machine
is used
Total
No. of
Pupils
using
mach.
daily
Average
No. of
years
before
trade-
in
Addi-
tional
mach,
you
feel
are
needed
5. Duplicators
a Flm'fJ
Id Gelatin
c MimeoKraph
d Multisraph
e Others
6, Typewriters
.
h L. C- Smith
C Remington Ranc
d Royal
e Underwood
f Wide Carriage
g Others
7. Voice Recorder
and Writers
a Dictaphone
s
f
Transcriber
Recorder
h Ediphone
Transcriher
Recorder
c Soimd-Scriber
d Wire-Recorder
e Tape Recorder
f Others
^
8, Additional Mac
a
p:
hines
.ease add any machines whic 1 you have5 and whi zh are n Dt listed.
b
c
d
1
i


